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ASPERA-4 instrument
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ASPERA-4 = IMA+
ELS + NPI + NPD⇥ 2

Scanner

IMA

ELS NPI NPD1 NPD2

Scanner
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IMA: Ion Mass Analyzer
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ASPERA-4 = IMA+
ELS + NPI + NPD⇥ 2

Scanner

Symmetric axis (360˚ aperture)
Instantaneous

Elevation analysis (90˚)
Scan over time

Energy analyzer (E/q)
Scan over time

Mass analyzer (M/q)
Instantaneous

Detection

H+ O+
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ELS: Electron Spectrometer
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ASPERA-4 = IMA+
ELS + NPI + NPD⇥ 2
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Aperture 10x360˚
Instantaneous

Symmetric axis (360˚ aperture)
Instantaneous
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NPI: Neutral Particle Imager
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ASPERA-4 = IMA+
ELS + NPI + NPD⇥ 2

Scanner

2.2. The neutral particle imager (NPI)

The ASPERA-4 NPI on Venus Express is a spare model
of the ASPERA-3 NPI currently flying on board the Mars
Express spacecraft which in turn is a replica of the NPI-
MCP sensor developed for the ASPERA-C experiment on
the Mars-96 mission and successfully flown on the Swedish
microsatellite Astrid launched in 1995 (Barabash, 1995).

In the NPI the charged particles, electrons and ions, are
removed by the electrostatic deflection system, which
consists of two disks separated by a 3mm gap (Fig. 2).
The 5 kV potential between the grounded and biased disks
results in a strong electric field, which sweeps away all
charged particles with energies up to 60 keV. Since the
integral ENA flux substantially exceeds the charged
particle flux for energies greater than 60 keV, this rejection
energy is sufficient for satisfactory performance. The disks
also collimate the incoming ENA flux over the azimuth
angle. Apart from being ON or OFF, the deflection system
can be operated in two other modes, alternative mode and
sweeping mode. In the alternative mode, the deflection
system is turned on and off for one sampling time. This
mode is used for more accurate separation between
charged and neutral particles entering the system. The
deflection system is connected to the high voltage supply
via an optocoupler. Regulating the optocoupler reference
voltage one can change the deflection voltage performing
the sweeping and alternating. In order to reduce the time
for discharging of the deflection system disks down to 1ms,
a second parallel optocoupler is used.

The space between the deflection system disks is divided
into 32 sectors by plastic (PEEK) spokes forming 32
azimuthal collimators with a field of view of 9! " 18! each.

Neutrals passing through the deflection system hit a 32-
sided cone target at a grazing angle of incidence of 20!. On
impact with the target block the incident neutral can either
be reflected, produce secondary particles, or both. The
secondaries can be both ions and electrons. A 56mm
diameter PHOTONIS MCP stack in chevron configuration
followed by a 32 sector anode detects the particles leaving
the target. The signal from the MCP gives the direction of
the primary incoming neutral. The MCP operates in ion
mode with a negative bias of slightly more than #2:2 kV
applied to the front side and thus detects (a) sputtered
positive ions of the target material, (b) positive ions
resulting from ionising of the primary neutrals, and (c)
neutrals reflected from the target surface. In order to
improve the angular resolution and collimate the particles
leaving the interaction surface, 32 separating walls are
attached to the target forming a star-like structure.
This configuration allows the entering particles to experi-
ence multiple reflections and reach the MCP. NPI
covers 4p using one scanner scan (except a fraction blocked
by the spacecraft body) and produces an image of the ENA
flux distribution in the form of an azimuth " elevation
matrix. The direction vector of 32 elements is read out once
every 62.5ms. Two sectors centred around the spin axis
and looking toward the spacecraft body are blocked
intentionally to provide monitoring of the MCP assembly
dark counts. This space is also used for the ELS sensor
harness. The internal views of the NPI sensor is given in
Fig. 3.
A calibration of the NPI sensor was preformed to

characterise the MCP-saturation bias, dark count level,
angular response in elevation and azimuth, and efficiency.
One sector (number 4) was thoroughly investigated, and a
scan with the calibration beam in the central plane of all
sectors was used to find the relative response of the other
31 sectors. The calibration was performed using an ion
beam as a particle source. This is equivalent to using an
ENA beam, since particles ‘‘forget’’ their initial charge
state when interacting with the surface of the target block.
Fig. 4 is the efficiency of the NPI measured with H2O

þ

ions and protons in the beam for different MCP bias and
energies. The efficiency was measured in sector 4 with the
neighbouring sectors mechanically blocked. For the MCP
operating bias 2.2 kV the efficiency for solar wind energies
(%1 kV) is around 5" 10#4. Fig. 5 shows a scan in the
central plane of all sectors over a wide parallel beam

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Deflector

MCP+anod

Target block

Preamp board

ENA

Fig. 2. Cut-away view of the NPI sensor.

MCP sectored anode

Target block

Solar sensors Target block Upper 

deflector disk

Solar sensor aperture

Fig. 3. NPI integration: the sectioned anode (a), target block installed (b), and deflection system mounted (c).

S. Barabash et al. / Planetary and Space Science 55 (2007) 1772–17921778
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NPD: Neutral Particle Detector
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satisfy similar requirements namely, high secondary
electron yield, high UV absorption, and low photoelectron
yield.

For the START surface we chose a multi-layer coating
composed of thin layers of Cr2O3 and thicker layers of
MgF, and topped with a thin layer of WO2. The coating is

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Fig. 11. Cross-view of the NPD sensor.

Front-End-Electronics

START MCP electronics

DigToF electronics

Deflector

STOP MCPs

Fig. 12. Top and bottom view of the flight model of the NPD sensor.

Fig. 10. Ray-tracing of electron (a) and 80 eV ion trajectories (b) in the START assembly optics.

S. Barabash et al. / Planetary and Space Science 55 (2007) 1772–17921782

9x90˚ aperture 
instantaneous
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Energy & charge state
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Using four sensors, ASPERA-4 measures Venus plasma environment 
and plasma-atmosphere interaction near Venus
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• Venus has no intrinsic magnetic field. Atmosphere interacts with 
solar wind directly.
• Different from Earth. Rather similar to Mars.

• Scientific goals
• Atmosphere coupling with the solar wind
• Mass addition/removal from the atmosphere
• Structure of the induced magnetosphere
• Mass composition of the escaping plasma
• Loss of water
• Neutral–plasma interaction
• Comparative planetology (Earth, Mars)
• Long-term variabilities (solar-cycle dependence)
• Lower ionosphere characterization & dynamics (aerobraking)

• Most of the above had been / are going to be addressed.

• New ideas of data analysis is welcome.

Scientific objectives

9
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Distance along Sun-Venus line

Distance from Sun-Venus line

Operations
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IMA ELS NPI NPD scan Observation time Notes

Pericenter ✓ ✓ ✓1) ✓2),3) Fix 3–6 hr near pericenter ±1-2 hr outside BS

Eclipse ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Fix or 
Scan In shadow Limited scanner operation

Apocenter ✓ ✓ ✓1) ✓2) Fix 1–2 hr near apocenter Avoid WOL

Calibration On demand - ELS degradation check 
- Functionality improvement

Special ops On demand - Solar wind continuous 
- Aerobraking

1) NPI OFF: Sun–FOV angle < 30˚ 
2) NPD OFF: Sun-FOV angle < 60˚ 
3) NPD OFF: Venus-FOV angle < 5˚

Re
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lar
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ial

Apocenter

Pericenter Eclipse
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• Most valuable data is "counts".
• Number of particles (ion, electron & ENAs) arriving at the detector

• Counts is proportional to the differential flux (j)
• Number of particles with specific mass, energy and direction ranges

Data products (General)
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IMA ELS NPI NPD
Mass 32 – ∑ Yes
φ 16 16 32 6

Energy 96 128 ∑ Yes
θ 8 or 16 (scanner) (scanner) (scanner)

C(M,�, E, ✓) / j(M,�, E, ✓) ·�M ·�� ·�E ·�✓
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IMA data product
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C(M,�, E, ✓) / j(M,�, E, ✓) ·�M ·�� ·�E ·�✓

instrument effects (as described in section 2.3) in the spacecraft
frame is converted to a 3D array in the VSO frame (Venus‐
Sun‐Orbit) consisting of 58 polar × 116 azimuth × 96 velocity
bins. The polar angles cover the range [−90°, +90°] and the
azimuth angles [−180°, +180°]. After the transformation from
the spacecraft frame to the VSO frame, the velocity vector for
each new bin is additionally corrected for the spacecraft
velocityV′ =V +VSC, whereVSC is the spacecraft velocity. Any
additional ram flux, which may affect low energy measure-

ments, is removed. To describe how the spacecraft body blocks
certain directions for each measured 3D distribution, an array
of 58 × 116 × 96 bins describing weights of each direction is
created (angular sampling matrix). We used a simplified geo-
metric model of the spacecraft containing all major elements,
which may potentially affect IMA measurements, namely, the
spacecraft body, solar arrays, attitude thrusters, and solar
acquisition sensor. Each directional bin is assigned to 0, if IMA
does not cover this direction, to 1, if the direction is fully

Figure 3. Angular distribution of heavy ions in the Venusian tail in the VSO frame of reference corrected
for spacecraft shadowing. The sunward viewing direction corresponds to the azimuth and polar angles 0°,
the +YVSO axis corresponds to the azimuth 90° and the polar angle 0°, and the +ZVS axis corresponds to the
azimuth 0° and the polar angle 90°. White dashed lines separate the sunward and antisunward hemispheres.
Ion fluxes from the viewing directions with azimuth from −90° to +90° have an antisunward velocity com-
ponent (escape), and fluxes from the viewing directions with azimuth lower than −90° and greater than +90°
present the sunward flow. The IMA field of view is shown as a colored band. The black bite‐outs correspond
to the directions fully blocked by the spacecraft. Partially blocked directions are shown by colors with
reduced intensity. The black area around the IMA field of view corresponds to directions not covered. (left)
The accelerated heavy ions in the plasma sheet measured on 11 August 2006 at 01:41 UT and (right) low‐
energy heavy ions at the tail periphery measured on 11 November 2006 at 06:53 UT. The different coverage
corresponds to the different spacecraft attitude.

Figure 2. Reconstruction of the original ion flux in the energy‐mass ring domain. (left) The original spec-
trum measured on 5 January 2006 at 06:59 UT. The red curves show the positions of the mass peak centers
for different ions. (The respective mass/charge, in amu, is given at the bottom of the image in white.) The
colors code the corresponding count rate. The very intense H+ flux results in “ghost” counts expanding over
a wide mass ring (Rm) range up to Rm = 0. (middle) The residuals after the H+ distribution subtraction. Only
a peak around M/Q = 32 remains. (right) The original ion energy spectrum integrated over all mass rings
(black), the same spectrum after the background noise reduction (blue), fitted H+ (wide red distribution),
H+ spectrum after correction using “ghost” counts (green), and heavy ions spectrum (a narrow red peak near
2000 eV).

FEDOROV ET AL.: ION ESCAPE RATES FROM VENUS A07220A07220

4 of 9

• Data product is time series of 4-D matrix
• C[32, 16, 96, 16] (2010–) over 192s
• C[32, 16, 96, 8] (–2010) over 192s

• Indeed, it is time series of 2-D matrix
• C[32, 16, Ei, θj] at specific time
• E scan over 12s at fixed θ
• 16-θ scan, taking 192s

• Representation depends on the objectives
• Slice or collapse in certain dimensions

• Issues
• Non-4π FOV
• Spacecraft blockage of FOV
• Interference during high-count rate
• Proton is edge of mass capabilities

Fedorov et al., 2011
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• Data is time series of 2-D counts:
• C[16, 128] every 4s

• Or indeed, it's time series of 1-D counts
• C[16, Ei] at specific time
• E scan over 4s

• Sometimes fast-scan campaign was 
conducted
• C[16, 32] with 1s resolution

• Issues
• Limited FOV (plane-shaped)
• Not much scanner operation covering 4π
• Unsettled performance due to miss-

alignment of the sensor

ELS data product
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C(�, E) / j(�, E) ·�� ·�E

Meas. Sci. Technol. 20 (2009) 055204 G A Collinson et al

Figure 1. Cross section of ASPERA-ELS (to scale), showing MEX
(left) and VEX (right), according to this study.

precisely positioned according to the engineering drawings
or the performance of the instrument will be dramatically
affected.

The Venus Express ELS under study was never intended
to be a flight instrument, but was built as an engineering
model as a part of the process of perfecting the manufacturing
technique for the ASPERA-3 ELS [7], which is flying on-board
ESA’s Mars Express (MEX) mission [8]. It was therefore
known that the mechanical integrity of the instrument was
not as well constrained as the ASPERA-3 ELS, although the
exact nature of the misalignments of the components was
unknown. Individual components of the deflection system
met their tolerance requirements (the radii of the hemispheres
were laser measured to within an accuracy of 2.54 µm),
but it was discovered that the assembled deflection system
exceeded the assembled tolerance specifications (see figure 1).
It was not possible to make measurements of the offsets of
the assembled components, since all were deep inside the
analyser head and inaccessible. Due to funding issues, it was
not possible to build a new analyser for Venus Express, and
it was decided that the engineering model was to be flown
and the response characterized using data from experimental
calibration. When the performance of the instrument was
characterized using the MSSL plasma calibration facility [9],
the response of the instrument was found (as expected) to be
dramatically different from the nominal response shown by
the flight model ASPERA-3 ELS. The goal of this study is to
provide an understanding of the geometry of the analyser in
order to explain the instrument’s performance, and to provide
confidence in the results of the experimental calibration.

The ASPERA ELS sensors are very compact instruments
with deflecting surfaces only 1 mm apart. Therefore, with
such a diminutive gap, a slight misalignment or a small change
in tolerances could greatly affect the instrument parameters.
For purposes of UV rejection, the internal components have
been blackened using the EBONOL-C process used in the
Cluster II PEACE analysers [10]. It was known before

Table 1. Comparing ASPERA-3 and ASPERA-4 calibration results
and the results of the simulation.

MEX MEX VEX lab. VEX sim.
lab. [7] sim. (mean) (mean)

K 7.2 6.7 10.66 (a)
!E/E 8% 7.8% 8.26% 8.05%
G.F. (×10−4) 7.5 7.3 1.3 0.9
cm2sr (eV/eV)

a The experimental K-factor (in which there is good
confidence) was used to interpolate the !E

E
and G.F.

launch that the dominant factor in the altered performance is
the degree of mechanical alignment and concentricity, which
is the main thrust of this study. This misalignment has
resulted in dramatic changes in the expected performance of
the instrument, specifically in four key instrument parameters
(table 1). First is the geometric factor, including efficiencies.
Without an accurate determination of the geometric factor,
it is impossible to accurately determine particle flux or the
distribution function of the particles being measured, from
which properties such as density and temperature can be
calculated. In this study, the geometric factor was calculated
using a modified version of that proposed by Johnstone and
co-workers [11] (equation (1)):

G.F. = eAF

I0T
!v′!θ!ϕ′NMCP q, (1)

where e is the charge of an electron, AF is the area of electron
acceptance, !v′ is velocity step (converted to energy step), !θ

the elevation step between measurements, !ϕ′ is the azimuthal
step, I0 is the beam current, T is the beam temperature, NMCP

is the number of electrons hitting the MCP, and q is the
detector efficiency. For ASPERA-4 ELS, this includes an
MCP efficiency of 58% (quoted by the manufacturer) and a
grid transparency of 81%.

The second important characteristic of the instrument is
the K-factor (also often referred to as the analyser constant).
The K-factor (K) is the constant of proportionality between the
peak of the accepted energy bandpass of a top-hat electrostatic
analyser (E), the charge of the particle (q) and the voltage
applied to the inner hemisphere (V ), where

E

q
= KV. (2)

Without the K-factor, which is azimuthally dependent for
ASPERA-4, it is impossible to determine the energy and hence
the velocity of the particles entering the analyser as a function
of azimuth. Another important value is the energy resolution.
The energy resolution of the detector is defined as the full
width half maximum of the energy pass-band (!E) divided
by the peak of the energy pass-band (E0), where

energy resolution = !E

E0
. (3)

A top-hat electrostatic analyser has a bandpass of
elevation acceptance approximating to a Gaussian. The peak
of the acceptance bandpass is referred to as the peak elevation

2

Collinson et al., 2009
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• Status
• All ASPERA-4 data product is archived under PSA

• Available product in PSA
• Spectra (matrix) of ions, electrons, and ENAs. Raw counts.
• Ongoing higher-level product: Moment (density, speed, and temperature) 

in the solar wind – to be archived in PSA (est ~1 year)
• Tools to read PSA tables

• No tools exist
• No plans to implement

Planetary Science Archive

14
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• Contact to the PI, futaana@irf.se

• Unofficial tools for data analysis
• Quick look web services

• AMDA (IRAP)
• SDDAS (SwRI)

• Plotting software
• SDDAS (SwRI)
• CL (IRAP)

• Analysis package/library
• Ccati (MPS)
• irfpy (IRF) – newly developing analysis environment powered by python3

• Raw count access.
• High-level product access / conversion
• SPICE-integrated

Data analysis: Recommended way

15
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• ASPERA-4 data workshop in Beijing (jointly with ASPERA-3)
• 8–10 August 2016 (TBD)
• NAOC, Beijing
• Invitation only
• Organized by D Titov & J Cui

• Similar workshop can be supported upon request
• Individual support is always best

• Best way is stay at IRF, Kiruna
• ZJ Rong (China)
• K Masunaga (Japan)
• G Collinson (US)

Data workshop & support

16
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Summary
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C(M,�, E, ✓) / j(M,�, E, ✓) ·�M ·�� ·�E ·�✓

Contact: Yoshifumi Futaana (futaana@irf.se)

IMA:
ELS: C(�, E) / j(�, E) ·�� ·�E

Supporting Languages

C: counts 
j: differential flux 
M: mass 
E: energy 
θ,φ: angles


